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Minority report series finale

With the immediate threat of a milk bath, our characters have been left with some difficult decisions about their future in the lead-up to the latest episode of Minority Report. Should they flee and protect themselves or stay and try to help stop an imminent terrorist attack? Is there a way they could do both? The finale focused mainly on these issues and the
conflict between Dash and his siblings as they faced these difficult decisions. The episode opened with a look at the history of Wally's involvement in the precrime. I always knew he was a real ally for them, but I won a whole new award for him as a character during this opening. He was so cute with them. When they first met the teen the precogs looked so sad,
but then it turned out they were just messing with it. It was a stark contrast to when we saw them leave the precrime a few weeks ago. It really showed what a horrible and soul-crushing program it was, and how precrime evolved from happy kids who wanted to help for a few days to prisoners for years. After this reminder of what's at stake, it's time to see how
everything turns out. The finale continued where we left off with the senators state continuing to deteriorate after being attacked during the last episode. Blomfeld also managed to track down Agatha in Fiddler's neck, and although she managed to escape, they found Vega's DNA. After they combined the arrest record, they concluded that she was involved in
the preparatory hours. They also found DNA samples for precogs that allowed them to create possible facial images. It was a little weird because they had to ask the police department to run facial recognition. I don't think they had their own? You'd get tech to develop faces that would at least be the way to use them, but whatever, it's the last episode - I'll let it
go. Obviously, if running faces, every cover will be blown, especially Dash, because it works there. However, in a shocking development, Blake actually tipped them off and managed to erase all evidence of both Dash and Arthur from their systems. They were informed that the threat could happen as early as that day, so they really had to get things going soon
if they wanted to stop the attack. Dash, Arthur and Agatha had a megavision of memento Mori's terrorist attack and it was pretty creepy and disgusting. However, Dash didn't see the same thing as the rest of them. They say it's a minority report, and it's weird because it's really the only time I mentioned it, except maybe by the way in the pilot. They also don't
really explain what it means at all, which seems kind of lazy, but I guess they didn't have to. They seem shocked that their vision is a Memento Mori attack and they also seem to think that if they tell the police this new information, they will not believe them. They already had information that the attack could go down as soon as that day, so why do they think it
would be difficult is, just make up a fake tip and get to work? This whole episode and story story seems so contrived with too much unnecessary drama. This scene gives us a really nice moment between Vega and Dash where she tells him, Let me be the one to save you. The partnership chemistry between the two has certainly improved during the season. It
still wasn't down to what I would have like to see, but where I couldn't care less about them in the pilot, I actually felt something for them as a duo during the finale. However, this nice moment doesn't go down well. Do you think anyone would learn that you have to constantly follow Dash, or he will just run away and take matters into his own hands. Dash broke
into Wally's house and they were both captured by Blomfeld and co. I admire Dash's enthusiasm and determination, but that's why he can't do nice things. Fortunately, Agatha and Arthur came to the rescue and agreed to help as long as no one found out they got released right after, and only worked with people they personally trusted like Wally and Vega.
After the old man in custody poisoned himself, they tried to retrieve his memories, which just ended up getting them to play right into the hands of Memento Mori by grouping all the congress in one small space. All of this was part of their complicated plan. It seems they may not do it on time, but using precog visions they are able to stop the attack just in time,
complete with extremely gross death scenes for one of the attackers. Then, Dash, Arthur, and Agatha are getting hooked up to the machine and have a different vision of Andromeda being killed by the people of Blomfeld in the immediate future. Apparently, Blomfeld is going to backstab them and turn to the government. Arthur's assistant/girlfriend Andromeda
dies and is surprisingly emotional. I think we've seen that he doesn't really let it get that close to people, so I felt for him quite a bit. However, they didn't really fix that relationship enough for me to really matter. I wonder how they were able to defend themselves. It seemed like they were ready for it and weren't even really drugged, which is a pretty heavy core.
When Vega arrived, we finally got to what her role in this was always supposed to be. It turns out that putting them in was actually in reference to Blomfeld and co. and not precogs at all. I really wanted a heartfelt farewell to Vega and Dash, but I don't think we can have it all. Before they all escape, they have a different vision, and as everyone runs back inside
we see Wally drowning all in the milk bath! That part actually surprised me, I thought it was Arthur running back to kill them. But that's basically how this whole thing ended, with Wally killing his enemies and everyone else running away, going into hiding, staying around and continuing to help the police? Who knows? It was kind of an anti-climactic ending
though. However, at least we got some closure and no major All the main characters seem to be relatively safe and as if that's going to be fine - Wally is questionable, but oh well. My main problem with this whole show is the assumption that everything will happen exactly as it has done in the past. It's ridiculous. And even more ridiculous is that everything went
like this. They're not kids anymore, they've had real people on their side. It makes logical that things probably wouldn't go the same way, they wouldn't let it happen to themselves. Vega, Blake, Wally, and Akeela certainly won't let that happen either, so why not just help and believe that their friends have their backs? They could have saved themselves - and
us - a lot of unnecessary drama. This whole show showed that Dash could help Vega and keep her life at the same time, so why couldn't a similar system have been set up? The whole clash show just seemed so unrealistic and stupid. It wasn't nearly high stakes enough for me to really care what happened. Overall, like the show in general, I found the finale to
be a little overwhelmed. In the end, the report on minorities was simply too slow and too medioth. It was ok to see if anything else was on, but with lots of quality programming these days, it got lost in the shuffle. It probably didn't help that it wasn't a strong enough cast to get the interest they needed. Even though they were all fine, they just didn't have star
power. The chemistry of the cast was a little bit off from the start, and although it grew and improved, like everything else with this show, it was just too little too late. What do you think of the minority news finale? Were you happy with the end? Are you upset it's over? Let me know in the comments and thanks for reading! Steven Spielberg's 2002 sci-fi thriller
Minority Report reveals the twisted murder mystery that keeps the revelations coming to an end. Based on the story of the same name by Philip K. Dick, Minority Report stars Tom Cruise as John Anderton, head of the precrime unit in a futuristic vision of Washington, DC. Using three clerics called precogs, Precrime is able to see the murders before they occur
and prevent them. Offenders are arrested, convicted and imprisoned on the grounds that they would undoubtedly have murdered someone had they not been stopped. With Precrime on the verge of becoming a national program, a federal investigator named Danny Witwer (Colin Farrell) arrives on the scene looking for flaws in the system. Shortly after,
precogs experience a vision of John murdering a man named Leo Crow (Mike Binder) whom he had never met. Believing that Witwer has set him up, John goes on the run in an attempt to get enough time to prove his innocence. His search for the truth leads him to the strange case of a woman named Anne Lively (Jessica Harper) who was rescued from
drowning by the murder of Precrime police officers, only to disappear immediately afterwards. scrolling so you can read it Click the button below to start this article in Quick View. Start now John also learns about the cover-up in Precrime. At times, one of the precogs' visions will disagree with the other two, generating a so-called minority message that is
removed so that there can be no doubt about the precrime certainty of the future. Believing he must have a minority message, John returns to Precrime and kidnaps the strongest of the precogs, Agatha (Samantha Morton). With minutes ticking down to his alleged murder of Leo Crow, John still has no idea who his victim is or why he would want to kill him...
That is, until he gets to Crow's apartment. How (and why) John was set up to murder Leo Crow John the murder of Leo Crow was really premeditated – but not John. It was organized by Lamar Burgess (Max von Sydow), one of the founders of Precrime and a close friend of John's. Lamar planned the murder after John came to him to ask about Anne Lively,
and why Agatha's vision of Lively's death was lacking in the system. Knowing that John had gotten too close to the dark truth that could destroy Precrime just before the program went national, Lamar used what he knew was John's biggest weakness against him: the disappearance of his son, Sean (Tyler Patrick Jones), in Baltimore six years earlier. Lamar
arranged for a criminal named Leo Crow to be released from prison, and promised him that if he had to be murdered by John, his family would be well looked after. He instructed Leo to stay in the apartment with what Witwer calls an of evidence spread across the bed: hundreds of photographs of children, including fake photos of Leo with Sean. When pressed
by John, Leo also offered chilling fictional details about how Sean died - drowned in a weighted barrel - as well as indications that he had sexually abused Sean before killing him. All this is enough for John to accept that he is destined to assassinate Leo Crow. However, John eventually lets the deadline for the murder pass and instead tries to arrest Leo.
Desperate Leo revealed he was paid to lie about Sean's murder and used John's gun to kill himself. Leo Crow's murder creates a predestination paradox, because the only way John knew how to look for a man named Leo Crow was because he had already seen the vision of himself killing him, and he was only able to find an apartment using the clues he saw
in the vision. Although John does not have a minority message, his decision not to kill Leo Crow undermines the reliability of The Precrime in a different way: by knowing his future, John was able to change that. If he had been able to make that decision, then many of the criminals he had arrested over the years could have done the same. What really
happened to John's son with Leo Crow revealed to be fake, viewers may be left wondering what really happened to Sean. Minority Report deliberately leaves this question unanswered, so by the end of the film we still don't know any Like John: Held his breath underwater in the public pool, and when he arrived again Sean disappeared. We don't know who took
Sean, how he died, or if he could be alive somewhere. Speaking in 2002 in an interview with Roger Ebert, Spielberg explained that some of the questions in the minority report were deliberately left unanswered: I had John Huston in my ear. I went back and looked at the Maltese Falcon and the Hawks' [Howard] The Big Sleep-seeing how some of these
cinematic noir mysteries were solved. They didn't dot everyone well and through every t. They were trying to keep you in balance. They asked more questions than they could answer in those days. In the story, the fact that Sean's disappearance is left a mystery is vital because the trauma of losing his son is what drives John's faith in Precrime. The program
shows visions of murders that can be played, suspended and reinforced so that John can zero in on them and find answers - something he hasn't been able to do for Sean. By the end of the film, John's acceptance that Precrime must die is also a symbol that he will never know what happened to Sean, and finally be ready to move on. How (and why) Anne
Lively was murdered by the Minority Report story really begins six years before the movie began, when Lamar found a way to do the impossible: commit murder in a world where the police can see murders before it happens. Lamar killed Anne Lively for the same reason that he later set up John to murder Leo Crow - in order to protect Precrime. Although
precogs are publicly billed as a miraculous gift to humanity, Dr Hineman (Lois Smith) reveals to John that they are actually the children of mothers who were addicted to an early version of neuroin, the same drug that John uses. Being exposed to a neuron in the womb caused terrible brain damage to babies, most of whom die at an early age. However,
survivors experienced visions of murders that had not yet happened and became the basis for the precrime. Anne Lively was Agatha's mother, a neuroin addict who went to a rehabilitation facility and managed to beat her addiction. After she cleaned up, she wanted her little girl back. Lamar couldn't allow Anne to take Agatha away because the precogs function
as a bead of minds and the other two - twins named Arthur (Michael Dickmann) and Dashiell (Matthew Dickmann) - are not working without Agatha. He also couldn't risk Anne publicly demanding the return of her daughter because it would highlight the welfare of the precogs. The display outside Precrime headquarters feeds tourists a string of lies about
precogs' living conditions, so it's clear that their tortured confinement to the pool is just one of Precrime's many secrets. To pull out of Anne Lively's murder, Lamar uses a phenomenon called echo, where precogs experience records of past visions. He told Anne to come and meet him at the lake, and he paid drifter to try and drown her. After seeing the vision of
her death, Lamar knew all the details of how the original murder would play out. He then waited by the lake for the drifter to be arrested by Precrime and, after he left, murdered Anne Lively himself in exactly the same way. Precogs sent a vision of that murder as well, but it was dismissed as just an echo and deleted. Why Lamar Burgess's final choice destroys
the precrime in minority report ends, Lamar Burgess is offered the same dilemma that John Anderton is in the original Philip K. Dick story: he can either commit murder and doom himself, but save Precrime from progress; or he may choose not to commit the presumed murder, thereby making a fatal mistake in the Precrima and destroying his own creation.
With the murder already predicted and Precrime officers approaching, Lamar decides to shoot himself in the chest. Earlier in the film he told Witwer, I don't want John Anderton injured - and despite all his lies, it seems that this statement was completely sincere. Realizing that he has a choice, Lamar decides to take his own life and not kill John, because he
cannot bear witness to the fact that his legacy is dismantled. If Lamar had decided to shoot John, he would have been arrested for murder (along with the murder of Anna Lively), but he would also prove that Precrime works. Le Crow's alleged murder was spun as human error in Precrime, due to officers failing to reach the scene at the time, and John
Anderton's death would have been treated the same way. Precrime could still go national, and Lamar's legacy would be preserved. In choosing not to film John, Lamar demonstrates very publicly what John has already discovered earlier in the film: that a person who knows their future is capable of changing and therefore precogs' visions are uncertain. This
leads to the precrime being dissolved and the precogs being released. The true significance of the minority report ends like many other stories about time travel and futuristic visions, Minority Report wonders whether the future - once known - can be changed. Terminator: Dark fate answered the same question by suggesting that some things are necessary and
will happen despite efforts to avert them; After Sarah Connor prevented the rise of Skynet, another computer system called legion took its place and led to a similar fall of mankind. When Leo Crow dies in almost the same way that vision predicted, even if John chose not to kill him, it seems that a minority administration might be drawing a similar conclusion.
Danny Witwer criticizes Precrime at the start of Minority Report, asking how they can be sure that a murder would definitely happen. In response, John rolls the ball towards him. When Witwer catches to avoid falling, John assumes that the fact that he caught it doesn't change the fact that it was definitely going to fall. Unlike rolling the ball, however, John and
are able to choose not to fall (metaphorically speaking). The element of human agency in the equation is what makes precogs' vision not entirely certain, and is also responsible for creating minority messages. Along the way, Minority Report also questions the ethics of punishing someone for something they were going to do but haven't done yet. A popular
topic of ethical debate is whether it would be justified to go back in time and kill Adolf Hitler as a child. The action is generally said to be flawed in two respects: first, that the killing of a child by Hitler does not guarantee that any other person will fill the place in history that Hitler did, with the same result; and secondly, that even if the killing of little Hitler had
prevented the Holocaust, you would still have killed an innocent child. The Minority Report Precrime faces the same dilemma, and justifies locking up future killers on the grounds that there is no reason to doubt that they would not kill their victim. The end of the minority report proves that such reasonable doubts exist, so if no one's journey in life is entirely
upfront, and people can choose differently, even if there seems to be no way back. More: The Most Anticipated Sci-Fi Films of 2020 by Brenda Chapman, Jordan Nash &amp; Reece Yates Interview: Come Away Related Topics SR Originals Minority Report on Author Hannah Shaw-Williams (3091 Published Articles) Published)
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